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James Madison, The Federalist No. 62 (1787)1 

 
As The Federalist explained it, the Constitution created a system of checks and balances among multiple 

institutions while also placing different powers where they could be best used in the new government. They justify 
the organization and details of each component of the proposed government. Often these justifications provided 
rationales for what Hamilton and Madison knew had been ad hoc compromises in the convention itself, but in 
hindsight and in public they argued that the design of the Constitution was not merely acceptable but desirable. 
These essays include some of the most sophisticated discussions of the idea of checks and balances ever written, but 
they are also trying to imagine how the system will operate once put into motion. As you read, you should consider 
how well these expectations conform to our experience. 

 
. . . The qualifications proposed for senators, as distinguished from those of representatives, 

consist in a more advanced age and a longer period of citizenship. A senator must be thirty years of age 
at least; as a representative must be twenty-five. And the former must have been a citizen nine years; as 
seven years are required for the latter. The propriety of these distinctions is explained by the nature of the 
senatorial trust, which, requiring greater extent of information and stability of character, requires at the 
same time that the senator should have reached a period of life most likely to supply these advantages; 
and which, participating immediately in transactions with foreign nations, ought to be exercised by none 
who are not thoroughly weaned from the prepossessions and habits incident to foreign birth and 
education. The term of nine years appears to be a prudent mediocrity between a total exclusion of 
adopted citizens, whose merits and talents may claim a share in the public confidence, and an 
indiscriminate and hasty admission of them, which might create a channel for foreign influence on the 
national councils.  

It is equally unnecessary to dilate on the appointment of senators by the State legislatures. . . . It is 
recommended by the double advantage of favoring a select appointment, and of giving to the State 
governments such an agency in the formation of the federal government as must secure the authority of 
the former, and may form a convenient link between the two systems.  

The equality of representation in the Senate is another point, which, being evidently the result of 
compromise between the opposite pretensions of the large and the small States, does not call for much 
discussion. If indeed it be right, that among a people thoroughly incorporated into one nation, every 
district ought to have a PROPORTIONAL share in the government, and that among independent and 
sovereign States, bound together by a simple league, the parties, however unequal in size, ought to have 
an EQUAL share in the common councils, it does not appear to be without some reason that in a 
compound republic, partaking both of the national and federal character, the government ought to be 
founded on a mixture of the principles of proportional and equal representation. But it is superfluous to 
try, by the standard of theory, a part of the Constitution which is allowed on all hands to be the result, not 
of theory, but “of a spirit of amity, and that mutual deference and concession which the peculiarity of our 
political situation rendered indispensable.” . . .  

In this spirit it may be remarked, that the equal vote allowed to each State is at once a 
constitutional recognition of the portion of sovereignty remaining in the individual States, and an 
instrument for preserving that residuary sovereignty. . . . 
                                                 

1 Excerpt taken from The Federalist: A Collection of Essays, Written in Favour of the New Constitution, as Agreed Upon by 
the Federal Convention, September 17, 1787, in two volumes (New York: J. and A. McLean, 1788). 
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Another advantage accruing from this ingredient in the constitution of the Senate is, the 
additional impediment it must prove against improper acts of legislation. No law or resolution can now 
be passed without the concurrence, first, of a majority of the people, and then, of a majority of the States. 
It must be acknowledged that this complicated check on legislation may in some instances be injurious as 
well as beneficial; and that the peculiar defense which it involves in favor of the smaller States, would be 
more rational, if any interests common to them, and distinct from those of the other States, would 
otherwise be exposed to peculiar danger. But as the larger States will always be able, by their power over 
the supplies, to defeat unreasonable exertions of this prerogative of the lesser States, and as the faculty 
and excess of law-making seem to be the diseases to which our governments are most liable, it is not 
impossible that this part of the Constitution may be more convenient in practice than it appears to many 
in contemplation. 

. . . . 

. . . It is a misfortune incident to republican government . . . that those who administer it may 
forget their obligations to their constituents, and prove unfaithful to their important trust. In this point of 
view, a senate, as a second branch of the legislative assembly, distinct from, and dividing the power with, 
a first, must be in all cases a salutary check on the government. It doubles the security to the people, by 
requiring the concurrence of two distinct bodies in schemes of usurpation or perfidy, where the ambition 
or corruption of one would otherwise be sufficient.  

. . . The necessity of a senate is not less indicated by the propensity of all single and numerous 
assemblies to yield to the impulse of sudden and violent passions, and to be seduced by factious leaders 
into intemperate and pernicious resolutions. . . . A body which is to correct this infirmity ought itself to be 
free from it, and consequently ought to be less numerous. It ought, moreover, to possess great firmness, 
and consequently ought to hold its authority by a tenure of considerable duration.  

. . . Another defect to be supplied by a senate lies in a want of due acquaintance with the objects 
and principles of legislation. It is not possible that an assembly of men called for the most part from 
pursuits of a private nature, continued in appointment for a short time, and led by no permanent motive 
to devote the intervals of public occupation to a study of the laws, the affairs, and the comprehensive 
interests of their country, should, if left wholly to themselves, escape a variety of important errors in the 
exercise of their legislative trust. . . . 
 
 


